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CASE STUDY

At A Glance
Paladin Cloud’s founders wanted to 
deliver a powerful and impactful 
security solution, where it’s open-
source genesis would be its most 
incredible strength.

Zemoso is a collaborative partner, 
delivering on the demands of code 
quality, performance and short turn-
around-times. 

In the end, we co-created, deployed, 
and launched a cloud security 
solution that passes open-source, 
developer scrutiny with flying colors.
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Services rendered



Tech stack


Spring Boot, Angular 4, 

Python, Terraform, Docker, 

Amazon Web Services



Product Design 


Product Engineering


Continuing Design


The speed-imperative in the SecurityTech industry today



“It has been a great experience working 
with the team. They have been an 
important innovation partner for us: 
operating with speed, execution agility, 
and accountability to help produce a 
high-quality product.”

“The Zemoso team has executed very 
well in getting our versions out. They 
have been collaborative, iterative, and 
have delivered on code quality and 
performance. They have supported us 
as we take customer requirements and 
convert them into features that solves 
real problems. ”

Daniel Deeney

Steve Hull

CEO | Co-Founder | Paladin Cloud

CTO | Co-Founder | Paladin Cloud
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-deeney-16833a27
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stevehull2/


The generic “we provide a security platform where one size fits all” approach 
no longer works. Each cloud, each system, and each cloud-hosted platform, 
codebase, and application comes with its own set of vulnerabilities. 


Paladin Cloud addresses that immediate, substantial challenge by identifying 
and eliminating blind spots in a company’s cloud environment and solving 
that with an open source, security-as-code platform for developers and 
security teams to identify and eliminate risks in cloud environments.

After Paladin Cloud raised its Seed funding, our engagement focused on 
helping them with their product innovation; to create a new product platform 
by modernizing an existing open-source project with key features and 
functionality while upgrading existing services. Using a customized Design 
Sprint, we reached quick and continuous alignment, and leveraged Paladin 
Cloud’s domain expertise to launch the new product in three months.


With many enterprises accelerating their move to the cloud, “a holistic 
approach” to cloud security is the only way to ensure real protection for 
business assets. And Paladin Cloud’s founders wanted to deliver on just that 
with a powerful and impactful security solution, where it’s open-source 
genesis would be its most incredible strength. It would deliver on every Chief 
Information Security Officer’s (CISO) top cloud security requirements — to 
detect, fix, and monitor the following five things most judiciously

 Your security posture across all your enterprise assets (within the cloud 
environment

 Misconfigurations within your cloud services and environmen
 Continuous monitoring of unsecure access control points, denial of 

service attack, and other vulnerabilitie
 Ability to deploy remedial actions to quick fix challenges with adequate 

alerts and automated fix workflows

The industry challenge for Paladin Cloud

Zemoso’s challenge : zero-to-launch in 3 months

Paladin’s vision: “a holistic approach” to cloud security
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https://paladincloud.io/
http://www.gv.com/sprint/
http://www.gv.com/sprint/
https://github.com/PaladinCloud/CE
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Our partnership priorities were set from day one

 Meet tight deadlines without compromising code qualit
 Build, deploy, and launch a cloud security solution that would pass public 

scrutiny with flying colors


We enabled Paladin Cloud to prioritize the following aspects of the product 
within that 3-month deadline:


        The founding team had a clear vision to ensure that the time to value should 
be kept as minimal as possible. We worked with the founding team to create 
methodologies to ensure that users would be able to complete the installation and 
start securing their cloud in under 60 minutes.


Self-healing 
remediation which 
includes auto-fixes 


Role-based 
access control 
(RBAC) 


Preset hundreds of 
best-practice 
security policies 
across AWS, Azure, 
and Google Cloud 


Plug & play 
connector-based 
(agentless) 
architecture & policy 
authoring capabilities 


Extensible policy 
management plane 
to connect to 
cloud-based, 
enterprise systems


Severity-based 
prioritization of policy 
violations to driving 
automated workflows 


An easy-to-
comprehend 
design system for 
the dashboards 


Custom asset groups 
& policies by 
business segment & 
geography
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We helped Paladin Cloud expand on its plugin-based architecture. The idea 
was to make its core adaptable, extensible to prepare not just for a variety of 
use cases, but to easily integrate with a company’s multi and hybrid cloud 
product strategy that would extend into an enterprise SaaS solution.


We paid special attention to all the elements essential for the success of an 
open source solution:


 The delivery package for 
Paladin’s open-source solution

Paying attention to 
documentation 


Community 
discussions


Release strategy 
communication 


Robust 

CI/CD pipelines

Contributing 
readme 


Pull request and 
issue templates
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       Paying attention to documentation: We helped develop proper 
documentation in and outside the repository to play a crucial role in driving 
adoption for an open-source project. Documentation minimizes the time spent 
on addressing fundamental questions from the community so that engineers 
could focus on larger issues raised. In partnership with the Head of Developer 
Success, WiKi and user guides became a critical feature of the product and an 
essential area of collaboration.



       Community discussions: We also collaborated with the Paladin Cloud 
team to encourage community interactions and discussions. We used Gitter, 
Slack, and Github to encourage feedback and work on improvements.

Pull request and issue templates: We supported Paladin Cloud’s team to set up 
a pull request and issue templates with pre-populated information. These 
helped users capture the appropriate information about an issue quickly, and 
helped us resolve them faster.



       Contributing readme: As part of the deliverables, we also co-
generated a CONTRIBUTING.md file with information for the community about 
any development /release standards that they should be following. This 
provided clarity and helped align with the best practices being followed in the 
repository.



       Release strategy communication: We worked with Paladin Cloud to 
create branching strategies to define how they plan to release particular 
versions of their solution were documented and communicated. This helped 
users prepare for what’s to come and plan their usage. During every new 
release, the team ensured that they highlighted the changes made for the new 
release to mitigate surprises.



       Robust CI/CD pipelines: An intelligent Continuous Integration/
Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) pipeline is non-negotiable for any product. We 
use it to ensure shorter feedback loops and to steadily make progress on 
product development. It helped avoid long pull request times and having to 
manually test each community-raised pull request before we process it, 
streamlining development even more.
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To hire your custom product pod, write to 

today!sales@zemosolabs.com  

 A well-received, successful launch of its open source version in 3 month
 Techcrunch picking up Paladin Cloud’s product launch story and writing 

about the technology in glowing term
 Selected as a 2022 Red Herring Top 100 Global Company


Once in a while you get to collaborate with such amazing partners, and we're 
thrilled to work with Paladin Cloud in preparing to launch its enterprise 
version.



Check out the Github repo here. Please don’t forget to star. Also, the 
company has a very informative DevOps content library here. To get up to 
date with the cloud security do check it regularly.

Wins that Paladin Cloud celebrated 
during our partnership

mailto:sales@zemosolabs.com
https://techcrunch.com/2022/07/11/paladin-cloud-launches-open-source-platform-for-cloud-security-and-governance/
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2022/11/02/2546565/0/en/Paladin-Cloud-Selected-as-a-2022-Red-Herring-Top-100-Global-Company.html
https://paladincloud.io/
https://github.com/PaladinCloud/CE
https://paladincloud.io/content-library/

